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Abstract: Solar energy is available everywhere making it user friendly to harness it in almost every place like cities, villages and farms. This paper 
depicts the improvement and sending of creative Solar oriented power based frameworks for use in rural groups of India. On-going and arranged solar 
based power extends in India are constantly gone for creating solar plants for framework applications. The proposed framework advancement depends 
on disseminated arrangement approach. This approach utilizes sunlight based power in little units to fulfill a specific requirement for a town, similar to a 
home in a town, on the homestead, or potentially an individual town inhabitant. Systems outlines consolidate practical, secluded, rough, long life, simple 
to keep up, and helpful to utilize structures. Further, the frameworks are half breed permitting these to work with coordinate electric power and in addition 
sunlight based energy. The cases of advances that need sun based power for country regions incorporate cell phones, home machines, cultivate 
executes, capacity of vegetables and natural product, squander administration, and vehicles for human, creature, and yield transport. The procedure 
proposed for distinguishing the assembling configuration is an iterative one. In other words that at first the model units are sent in towns to get input 
From Clients and after that the Outline is Altered and Reused. The Final Product of this Exertion is the Distinguishing Proof of the Last Outline and 
Assembling Process 

———————————————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

olar energy is available everywhere making it user friendly to 
harness it in almost every place like cities, villages and farms. 
In reality, there are different cases of such use ever. Most 
noticeable of these are the drying of nourishments for 
safeguarding and guaranteed accessibility amid times when 
crops are not grown, the drying of pieces of clothing/garments, 
and helpful conventions for human and creature wellbeing. 
This immediate utilization of sun powered energy proceeds 
while present day innovations have made the provincial life 
drastically extraordinary. The cases of advances that are being 
used in rural areas incorporate cell phones, home machines, 
cultivate actualizes, transportation vehicles, and harvest 
transport. The primary wellsprings of energy for these are 
power, gas, and oil. The consuming of wood and different 
materials for various utilizations proceeds. The cost and 
unwavering quality for the supply of these energy sources has 
been a wellspring of worry all through provincial India. The 
natural effect from their utilization has likewise surfaced as a 
noteworthy concern1. Then again, innovations for the 
immediate and circuitous employments of sun oriented energy 
have advanced adequately to make this type of energy down 
to earth and temperate for rural parts of our country. The 
canny and creative employments of sun based energy will 
render savvy, dependable, and condition well disposed 
answers for provincial India. 
We are seeking after a two dimensional approach. We lead 
innovative work of most imaginative plans in parallel with 
sending models in towns. Our intelligent approach is gone for 
distinguishing the best frameworks for fabricate and deal in 
whole India2. Our group of architects and researchers has led 
broad research, improvement, and arrangement of a few 
frameworks. 
 

2. POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT 
The sun based power needs for rural areas have not been 
satisfactorily investigated (Figures 1, 2). The uses of sunlight 
based power ought to incorporate direct use of light, 

coordinate usage of warmth, and exchange of sun based 
energy into electric power. It is recommended accompanying 
conceivable needs in view of our perceptions and involvement 
in rural groups of India [1] (Figures 1, 2). The needs are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Solar power needed for villages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Solar power in rural areas 

 

 Sun Powered Food Preservation System: Farm 
items debase in ordinary climatic conditions. Low 
temperatures and stickiness permits to broaden the 
usable existence of these items. Stockpiles with 
compartmented plan can be worked in rustic regions 
and their condition directed with sunlight based energy 
innovation. These stockpiles can be fabricated through 
town cooperatives and afterward leased to ranchers for 
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their utilization. Sustenance protection will significantly 
fulfill India's developing interest.  

 Sun based Power Well: The idea of Solar Power Well 
(SoPoW) is like the town group water well. For this 
situation, the sun powered energy is gathered and put 
away and tenants can charge gadgets or energy 
stockpiling frameworks (for instance batteries) for an 
expense. The establishment of the SoPoW should be 
possible through a town helpful course of action with 
the goal that it can be influenced available to 
occupants at a lower to cost for each watt3.  

 Solar lit Streets/Corners/Farm ways: Solar lights are 
ordinarily utilized as a part of numerous spots to give 
security and required light to empower a person to 
achieve undertakings/occupations when there is no 
daylight. Be that as it may, they have not been utilized 
as a part of country regions. 

 Sunlight based Powered Water Wells: In a run of the 
mill town in provincial India, the villagers have group 
water wells drawing water from underground. They 
likewise have water wells for inundating fields. The 
greater part of these is worked physically and those 
that work on electric power are restricted by the 
accessibility of such power. The power accessibility in 
provincial India for use by ranchers is to a great degree 
constrained. Sun oriented controlled water wells will 
without a doubt increment edit yield and enhances the 
personal satisfaction of the tenants4.  

 Solar Powered Rural Homes/Huts: The advances to 
be utilized as a part of home/cabin incorporate lights, 
telephones, fridges, sustenance cookers, warmers, TV 
and other electronic gadgets, air/water coolers, water 
well, and fans. 

 Sun oriented Powered (Mobile) Tools/Implements: 
Tools are fundamental for agriculturists. From 
burrowing to collecting the products, a few 
actualizes/apparatuses are required. Huge numbers of 
these are as of now physically worked to spare energy 
utilize. Sun based fueled cultivating will acknowledge 
awesome jump forward in efficiency and personal 
satisfaction of agriculturists.  

 Solar Power Booster for Mobile Communications: 
Solar Power is specifically tapped at every transponder 
area and changed over into RF energy which contains 
the signs that are trafficking through the transponder. 
This RF changed over sun oriented power can be 
utilized to supplement the power that is accessible 
through the conventional power network5. Along these 
lines, each ground transponder will be furnished with 
sun powered boards and change hardware  

 Solar Powered Vehicles: For quick transportation of 
materials, harvests, creatures, and people, provincial 
zones now rely upon vehicles that keep running on 
gas/watch or carts which involves animals. These 
vehicles could be intended to keep running on sun 
oriented power.  

 Solar Powered Waste Management: Farms and 
ranch homes deliver squander which to a great extent 
dirties land, water, and air in this way turning into a 
wellbeing danger, notwithstanding being an blemish. 
Sun based controlled compressors or waste 
transformation to valuable items would profit 
enormously the country groups.  

3. CHALLENGES IN HARNESSING SOLAR 
ENERGY 
Numerous ways to deal with giving energy to provincial 
territories have brought about various power use and in 
changing the method of living of ranch groups over the globe. 
India is no special case to this6. The fundamental test we see 
for the sun based power usage is to keep up the qualities and 
culture of the ranch groups while giving sun based innovation 
to exponentially improve the personal satisfaction of the 
occupants. This requires a ponder comprehension of the 
necessities of rustic occupants and imaginative ways to deal 
with actualizing and coordinating sun based power for their 
way of life. Cost is a noteworthy worry for rustic India. Rustic 
tenants have a tendency to be extremely taken a toll reliable 
and frequently don't have the money related assets required 
for innovative arrangements. They have a tendency to do 
mental exchange offs once a day to manage and utilize their 
assets generally successfully. Acquiring isn't an appreciated 
practice in these groups. In perspective of this, any sun 
oriented mechanical arrangements must be practical. 
Executes, gadgets, and machines for rustic applications need 
to stand harsh use by individuals not innovatively sharp. 
Consequently, innovations for country applications must be 
rough, solid, and simple to utilize and repair. The simplicity of 
upkeep is fundamental for fruitful innovation mediation. 
Moreover, costs related with repair and upkeep ought to be 
negligible. One approach that can be utilized for such credits is 
to have crossover outlines so that a non-working part can be 
effortlessly changed 6, 7. There ought to likewise be an 
arrangement made in equipment for simple updates and 
execution upgrades. Climate changes have sensational impact 
on the measure of sun powered energy that can be reaped for 
provincial applications. Hence, mechanical methodologies 
should work in overcast, blustery, and winter climate in light of 
the fact that the ranch work proceeds in all seasons. This 
requires a half and half plan approach which utilizes 
conventional electric power at such circumstances.  
 

4. STRATEGIES AND DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
This study approach is to create frameworks that fulfill a need 
and have a future in rural parts of our country8. The approach 
for venture execution incorporates the accompanying angles:  

 Frameworks Level Approach: The innovation needs 
will be drawn nearer through a frameworks level 
system. All parts of a need will be fused in the coveted 
framework/equipment. Suitable groups will be shaped to 
plan the frameworks.  

 Innovation Needs Study: A group of innovation needs 
examiners will investigate potential needs. The 
requirements will be talked about with country 
occupants.  

 Cost-viability Study: Cost-adequacy will be utilized to 
organize the required innovations. The cost here alludes 
to funds for the provincial groups or potentially its 
tenants.  

 Other aspects involve arranging Competitions for 
Needed Systems and give attractive prizes; Allot funds 
for shortlisted designs; make Prototypes and testing it; 
Business Sector for Production and Sale 

 Consistent New Development and Improvement: 
Form a group for checking the execution of marketed 
items to recognize new plans, new segment innovation 
needs, and upgrades for the present outlines.  
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5. TYPICAL SYSTEMS DESIGNED 
Design for Solar Powering Individual houses in Rural 
Areas 
At the point when in collapsed design, the battery and the 
controllers are secured with boards from all sides, 
consequently making this framework reasonable for tough 
utilize.The innovations to be utilized as a part of home/cabin 
incorporate lights, fans, telephones and so on. Sun based 
fueled country homes or hovels would make the tenants 
slightest ward of the power gave by the state. Sun oriented 
fueled cottages go for giving the essential lighting to 
individuals who have been without this development for quite a 
long time. The sun powered board by means of controller 
charges the battery9. Amid the day, the machines run 
straightforwardly on sun oriented power, at the same time the 
battery catches the sun powered energy to be used later. 
Contingent on the utility of different houses and the 
reasonableness of the general population, we have six distinct 
models that can be given. The machines to be utilized with the 
sun oriented fueled framework are furnished in the models 
with the accompanying parameters:  
 
Foldable and Portable Solar Panel Design 
A foldable structure was intended for the sunlight based 
charging framework. The model comprises of nine sun based 
boards, associated together such that when collapsed, it 
frames a cubical structure. Following are the benefits of 
choosing such plan: Higher power yield than a sunlight based 
board of same region; In-fabricated space to store battery and 
controller with no outside security necessities; Easily versatile 
because of minimized size; Each piece of the outline can be 
separately supplanted on the off chance that shortcomings 
happen; and Durable and tough structure guarantees a long 
life for the general framework. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) 
demonstrate the unfurled and the collapsed design of the 
model grew individually. In the unfurled setup, the boards 
connected to the square ring are raised to the best10. The 
space under the focal board is utilized to store the battery and 
the controllers for the boards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) Unfolded Solar Panels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(b) Foldable Solar Panels 

Figure 3: Solar panel models 
 

6. DEPLOYMENT OF SYSTEMS AND LESSONS 
LEARNED 
 
Solar Power Initiative for Rural India  
A group of volunteers was sent to rural regions, to give little 
sunlight based controlled setups to few families free of cost. 
Funding was taken care by a foundation which works for 
development of rural areas. After establishment work, a 
criticism was taken from the families and the fundamental 
adjustments required in the frameworks were finished. The 
reason for giving the free setups to the families was to get 
input from them and check their achievability in the towns. 
 

Model 1 (battery backup 
of 5-7 hours)  

 Solar Panel (30 
watts)  

 Battery (12 V, 20 
Ah)  

 1 LED light (9 
watts)  

 1 DC table fan 
(12 watts)  

 Solar charge 
controller  
 

Model 2 (backup of 5-7 hours)  

 Solar Panel (40 watts)  

 Battery (12 V, 40 Ah) (3 yr 
warranty)  

 2 LED lights (9 watts)  

 1 DC table fan (18 watts)  

 1 DC mobile charging device  

 1 chargeable torch (3 watts, 
backup > 15 hours)  

 Solar charge controller  
 

Model 3 (backup of 8-10 
hours)  

 Solar Panel (75 
watts)  

 Battery (12 V, 60 
Ah)  

 2 LED lights (9 
watts)  

 1 DC table fan 
(18 watts)  

 1 DC mobile 
charging device  

 Solar lantern (4 
watts, backup > 4 hours)  

 1 chargeable 
torch (3 watts, backup > 
15 hours)  

 Solar charge 
controller  
 

Model 4 (backup of 5-7 hours)  

 Solar Panel (90 watts)  

 Battery (12 V, 75 Ah) (3 yr 
warranty)  

 3 LED lights (9 watts)  

 2 DC table fan (18 watts)  

 1 DC mobile charging device  

 Solar lantern (7 watts, backup 
> 7 hours)  

 1 chargeable torch (3 watts, 
backup > 15 hours)  
 

Model 5 (backup of 8-10 
hours)  

 Solar Panel 
(150 watts)  

 Battery (12 V, 
100 Ah) (5 yr warranty)  

 3 LED lights (9 
watts)  

 2 DC table fan 
(18 watts)  

 1 portable DC 
mobile charging device  

 Solar lantern (7 
watts, backup > 7 hours)  

 1 chargeable 
torch (3 watts, backup > 
15 hours)  

 1 DC table lamp 
(8 watts, backup > 3 
hours)  

 Solar charge 
controller  
 

Model 6 (backup of (4-5 hours) 
This is the basic model which can be 
provided to a family. It can be used to 
light up one LED light of 9 watts (or 2 
LED lights of (4 watts) for four to five 
hours 

 Solar Panel (10 watts)  

 Battery (12V, 7 Ah)  

 LED light (9 watts)  

 Solar charge controller  
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Electrification of a charitable school, near Bangalore 
A little chartable school endeavoring to spread mindfulness 
among the rustic families about the significance of instruction 
has more than 200 understudies from around 60 towns. Solar 
based mobile chargers, led lanterns etc were given to schools 
for easing out there power difficulties. This will give them down 
to earth involvement with these gadgets11.  
 
Ventures to help provide electricity in villages 
Introducing ventures to help people provide electricity via solar 
energy. Educating people by conducting yearly fest with the 
help of organizations who are specialist’s in solar sector, 
where every one of the experts officially dealing with provincial 
improvement and the villagers partook. The thought was to 
feature the application (giving a demo) to the villagers in the 
fest. After this demo, data from villages will be studied about 
the necessities of the villagers and the sort of use required for 
that town.  
 
Training Future Implementers 
The accompanying are utilized as the center substances for 
the fruitful execution of the venture. A similar arrangement is to 
be taken after with the future implementers. An undertaking 
administration and oversight substance the task administration 
and oversight element has duty regarding venture usage, 
expenses and execution. This substance interfaces every one 
of the components together. It will deal with the financing, 
appropriate establishment of the setups, preparing and 
commercialization of the proposed show. A Training Team 
Training group has the duty to prepare the neighborhood 
experts and architects about the establishment procedure in 
the principal stage in order to utilize them as an asset in 
setting up the entire frame.11, 12 when establishment is 
finished, this group will direct these prepared individuals for 
legitimate testing of the framework before it is completely 
utilitarian. After this procedure, preparing group, on customary 
premise, will prepare other neighborhood experts, designers 
and youthful understudies and experts about the sun powered 
controlled models, their gathering, establishment and 
maintenance. Training group has a noteworthy part to play in 
the general venture as it will ensure that the undertaking is 
actualized effectively and nearby temporary workers and 
specialists are included. A support substance this element 
would be in charge of appropriate working of the business 
exercises in the group focus. It will ensure those incomes, the 
prerequisites of the neighborhood populace, the change in 
offices, nearby business and other essential issues. This 
element alongside the preparation group would help in 
appropriate working of the model for the proposed measures 
of time are legitimately tendedt13. 
 
Future Developments 
Solar Charging Ports: Sun based charging ports are a 
territory where individuals can accompany their batteries and 
get them charged for extremely ostensible sum. This office is 
produced after a point by point investigation of the utilization of 
some specific provincial regions in the nation. Sun powered 
charging station is best appropriate for territories where 
individuals can't stand to purchase their own particular home 
lighting frameworks.  
 
 
 

Training people with technical aspects:  
This preparation program is exceptionally intended for nearby 
specialists/circuit repairmen in provincial parts of the nation, 
yet isn't constrained to them. We show them how to introduce 
DC home lighting frameworks and afterward how to look after 
them. We additionally give them hands on understanding on 
numerous other low power sun oriented items. This is the 
means by which our activities make work openings in this 
territories.14. 
 
Sun based workshops in schools and universities:  
The Solar Workshop Drive is made to instruct the principal 
ideas required to saddle the energy of sun in a wide range of 
ways. The significant spotlight is on the little applications which 
the understudies can learn, make and use amid the sessions 
and subsequently. Our course structure is extraordinarily 
intended to satisfy necessities of specific gathering of people 
in particular school graduates. The workshop incorporates little 
intuitive sessions on assortment of issues, for example, 
figuring energy uses of various gadgets.  
 

7. CONCLUSION 
The main aim of the study was to create awareness of using 
solar energy in rural areas by using innovative ideas. The 
cases of innovations that were planned are cell phones 
chargers, control frameworks for fans and lights, sunlight 
based fueled stockpiling for vegetables and organic product, 
sun powered power framework for school lights and fans, and 
sun based power for computers. By utilizing a iterative 
philosophy for recognizing the assembling outline for these 
frameworks. In other words that at first the model units are 
sent in towns to get input from clients and afterward we 
change the plan in like manner for distinguishing proof of the 
last outline and assembling process. 
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